EXTERIOR ELEVATION/PLAN

HORIZONTAL SECTION

NOTES:
1. TRANSMIT HEIGHT (DIMENSION A) IS DETERMINED PER JOB REQUIREMENTS.
2. FLUSH GLAZING FOR 1/4" GLASS ONLY. NON-POCKETED JAMBS USED FOR NO TRANSMIT APPLICATIONS.
3. POWER TO HEADER WILL BE 110VAC, 5 AMP PER OPERATOR PROVIDED BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR.
4. STANDARD LOCATION OF LOCK IS 35" FROM FINISH FLOOR TO CENTER LINE OF KEY CYLINDER.
5. 1/4 X 7 THRESHOLD THROUGH DOOR OPENING (AS SHOWN WITH DASHED LINES) IS OPTIONAL.
6. MASONRY OPENING EQUALS FRAME WIDTH +1/2" AND FRAME HEIGHT +1/4".
7. ONE SET OF HOLDING BEAMS AT 21" FFT STANDARD, SECOND SET AT 51" FFT IS OPTIONAL.

Frame Width

Door Opening | Full Breakout Opening | Frame Width | Sliding Door | Sidelite
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
30" [762] | 30" [762] | 7.0" [178] | 41 1/4" [1047] | 41 1/2" [1048]